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Abstract.
New examples of noncrossed product division algebras are obtained,
using methods different from all previous noncrossed product constructions. The
examples are division algebras over intersections of />-Henselian valued fields, and
they have Schur index /?"' and exponent p" for any prime number p and any
integers m>n>2(n>3if^
= 2). The basic tools used in the construction are
valuation theory and Galois cohomology; no generic methods are applied and there
is no p.i. theory. Along the way, local-global principles are proved for central simple
algebras over intersections of p-Henselian valued fields.

The first examples of central simple division algebras which are not crossed
products were obtained by Amitsur in [Am] in 1972. Amitsur thereby settled a
question that had been one of the outstanding open problems in the theory of
algebras for at least thirty years. His examples were the generic division algebras
UD(Q, n) of index n over Q (the rational numbers) for any natural number n such
that p2\n, p an odd prime, or 8|«. All subsequent constructions of noncrossed
products in [SS, 83,-883, R'» R°> an^ Ti] have heretofore been based on Amitsur's
specialization argument, and they are all generic division algebras or extensions of
generic division algebras. The centers of these noncrossed product algebras are not
known, nor are the Brauer groups, nor the absolute Galois groups of the centers.
We present here a new method of constructing noncrossed product algebras. In
our approach, the noncrossed product is realized as the underlying division algebra
D of a tensor product of suitably chosen cyclic algebras over a field F = L, n L2,
where each L, is a pth root Henselian valued field. We prove local global principles
relating the splitting fields of D to those of D ®F Lt, i = 1, 2. It is shown that the
/>-part of the Brauer group of F is completely determined by that of Ll and L2.
Computations for central simple F-algebras thus become very tractable. For example, we not only show that D is not a crossed product, but also calculate exactly how
large r must be so that the matrix ring Mr{D) is a crossed product, and how large s
must be so that MS(D) is a tensor product of cyclic algebras. Indeed, the structure
of the Brauer group of F is so nice that we were somewhat surprised that noncrossed
products could possibly exist over F.
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The paper is organized as follows: In §1 we define terminology and describe the
p-Galois cohomology and the pih root Henselian valuations that will be used
throughout the paper. We develop in §§2 and 3 the "local" theory of valued division
algebras and the p-Brauer group of fields with pth root Henselian valuations. The
bridge between the "local" theory for pth root Henselian valued fields Lt and the
"global" theory for LY n L2 is provided in §4: We prove that (under suitable
hypotheses) the p-part of the absolute Galois group of Lx n L2 is the free product
(in the category of pro-p-groups) of the /?-parts of the absolute Galois groups of Lx
and L2 (Theorem 4.3). Finally in §§5 and 6 we give the noncrossed product
examples. At the end of §5 we indicate how the same methods yield examples of
indecomposable algebras with index exceeding the exponent.
A number of results given here can be proved either by valuation theory or by
cohomological methods. Both perspectives are worthwhile, and we will try to steer a
middle course to give a good sampling of each approach.
1. Preliminaries from the theory of algebras, Galois cohomology and valuation
theory. All algebras considered in this paper will be finite dimensional over some
field F. If A is a central simple F-algebra, [A] denotes the class of A in the Brauer
group Br(F) of F. We write exp(^4) for the exponent of A, which is the order of [^4]
in Br(F). By Wedderburn's theorem A = Mn(D), i.e., n X n matrices over some
F-central division algebra D. The integer ^/dimFD is the (Schur) index of A,

denoted index(^). We will need the fact (cf. [R, Theorems 29.22, 29.24]) that
exp( A) |index( A) and exp(A) and index(/4) have the same prime factors. It is
standard that every maximal subfield K of D splits A and [K:F] = index(yl). More

generally, we recall from [R, pp. 238-240, Theorem 28.5, Corollary 28.10]:
Let A = Mn(D) be a central simple F-algebra (D
.

v

the

associated
division algebra). If L 2 F is a field with
[L:F] < oo and L splits A, then [L:F] = s ■index.(A) for
some integer s, and L is isomorphic to a (maximal) subfield

of MS(D). Conversely, if K D F is any subfield of MS(D)
and [K: F] = s ■inde\(A), then K splits A.
Recall that a central simple F-algebra A is a crossed product just when A has a
(maximal) subfield M Galois over F, with [M:F]2 = dimF,4. For such an algebra,
the multiplication table on a base is completely determined by the multiplication in
M, the Galois group &(M/F) and a 2-cocycle of &(M/F). It is through crossed
products that one obtains the cohomological interpretation of the Brauer group:

Br(F) = H2{^{F/F),F*),

where F is a separable closure of F (cf. [CF, pp.

125-126; R, p. 246, Theorem 29.12; or Se2, Chapter X, §§4-5]). Our strategy for
constructing

central simple algebras which are not crossed products is to produce an

algebra A with dimFA = d1 so that A has a splitting field of degree t over F, t\d,
but A has no splitting field Galois over F with degree dividing t. Then (1.1) shows
that A = Md/I{A') for some central simple F-algebra A', but A' cannot be a crossed
product, nor a matrix algebra over a crossed product.
The algebras A in our example will be built from cyclic algebras, for which we will
use the following notation: If ATis a Galois extension field of F with ^(K/F)
cyclic
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of order n with generator a, and if b e F* = F - {0}, then A(K/F, a, b) denotes
the ring generated over K by an element x subject to the relations xk = a(k)x for

all k e K, and x" = b. Recall that A(K/F, a, b) is a central simple F-algebra of
dimension n2 over F in which K is a maximal subfield. A very nice account of
cyclic algebras is given in [R, §30].
Suppose F contains a primitive «th root of unity w. We write Aa(a, b; F) for the
"symbol" determined by a and b, i.e., the central simple «2-dimensional F-algebra
with generators i, j and relations i" = a, j" = b, ij = uji. Of course, Kummer
theory shows that with w e Fevery cyclic F-algebra of dimension n2 is a symbol.
Fix a prime number p * charF. Let „Br(F) denote the subgroup of Br(F)

consisting of those [A] with exp(A)\p",

and let Br^F)

= U*=1 p»Br(F), the

p-primary component of Br(F). Our noncrossed product examples will all have
exponent (hence index) a /?-power. One reason for this is that key cohomological
results in §4 hold for pro-p-groups, but are not known for arbitrary profinite groups.
It is easy to work from our examples to construct noncrossed products of composite
exponent; we will not do so, preferring to focus attention on the more basic ideas
involved in the construction.
For any profinite group G and discrete G-module M, H'(G, M) denotes the <th
continuous cohomology group of G with coefficients in M (as described e.g., in [CF,

Chapter V; Sh, Chapter II; Se1; Chapter I; T, §2]). In particular, if N is any closed
subgroup of G, resc^N:

H'(G, M) -* H'(N, M) denotes the restriction map; if N

is normal in G, then vt\fG/N_c: H'(G/N, MN) -* H'(G, M) is the inflation map.
Given a field F with charF * p, let np„ denote the group of all p"th roots of
unity in F, a separable closure of F. Then p » is a discrete module for the profinite
group G(F):=

(1.2)

<&(F/F), and we recall the standard isomorphisms

H1(G{F),lip„)

= F*/F*""

and

H2{G(F),^p„)

^,Br(F),

which are derived the same way as (1.7) below, but with F replacing F For a e F*
we write (a) (or (a)F) for the image of aF*p" in H1(G(F), iip„).
Suppose now that np„ c F. Then we have the G(F)-module isomorphism np„ =
Z/p"Z (where Z/p"Z is always viewed as a trivial G(F)-module). This isomorphism is not canonical, since it depends on the choice of a generator of \ip». From
the isomorphism Z/p"Z ® Z/p"Z = Z/p"Z given by ring multiplication, we obtain
a noncanonical G(F)-module mapping iip„ <8>
[ip„ -* np„ which induces the cupproduct pairing

U:H1(G(F),np„)xHi(G(F),vp..)-^H2{G(F),lxp„).
Recall (cf. [T, (4.2), p. 266]) that under the second isomorphism in (1.2) (a) U (b) e
H2(G(F), fip„) corresponds to the Brauer class of the symbol A^a, b; F), where w
is the generator of fipn mapped to 1 in Z/p"Z. We will need to use the powerful
theorem of Merkurjev and Suslin [MS, Theorem 11.5]:

Theorem 1.3 (Merkurjev

- Suslin). Let F be an field with np» c F (so charF *

p). Then there is a short exact sequence

0 _> 5 _ ffi(G(F),/v)

® H\G{F),^)

- H2{G(F),i,p„)

-» 0,
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where S is the Steinberg relation group of F, i.e., the subgroup of ® 2_ H\G(F),
generated by {(a) ® (1 — a)\a e F*, a * 1}.

[i .,)

In this exact sequence the map into H2(G(F), np„) is the cup product. Of course,
the surjectivity of this map says that ^B^F)
is generated by cyclic algebras
whenever \ip„ c F.
Because of the need to work with pro-/?-groups, we will use a ^-version of Galois
cohomology, which we now describe. For any field F with charF * p, let F(p)
denote the p-closure of F, which is the compositum in F of all the Galois extensions
K of F with [K : F] a power of p. Then <S(F{p)/F) is a pro-p-group. Since every
maximal proper subgroup of a finite p-group is normal of index p, we have,

If F c L c F(p) and [L: F] < oo, then there is a chain of

(1.4)

fields F = AT0c A",c • ■• Q Km = L, such that [AT,:AT^J
= /> and A", is Galois over AT,_] for r = 1, 2,...,

m.

In §6 we will work with fields F with p <£ F. When this occurs it is desirable to
work with a somewhat larger extension than F( p), but one which agrees with F(p)
when /* c F. We define the pth root closure of F, denoted Fp, to be F(np)(p).
From Kummer theory we see
00

(1.5)

Fp=\jK„

WhereA-0=Fand^

+ 1=^1.({c1/'|ceA-|.}).

Clearly F^ is Galois over F and eS(Fp/F) is pro-solvable, though not a pro-/?-group
when jii £ F. Since F^ = F and jtip„ c Fp, the Merkurjev-Suslin theorem shows
that Br(Fp) has no /^-primary torsion. By contrast, it is unknown whether Brp(F(p))

= (0) when \ip <£F.
We will use the notation Gp(F) for ^(Fp/F).
For any discrete G/,(F)-module M,
we write Hp(F, M) for H'(Gp(F), M); we call H*(F, -) the p-Galois cohomology of
F. When p = 2 this coincides with the quadratic cohomology H*(F, -) considered
in [AEJ]. (For whenever charF =£2, ju2 c F, so F2 = F(2) which is the quadratic

closure of F.)
Now, F* is a discrete Gp(F)-module and we recall [CF, pp. 124-126] that
H°(F,F*)=F*,
Hp-(F,F*) = 0 (the homological Hilbert Theorem 90), and
H2(F, F*) = Br(Fp/F):= ker(Br(F) -> Br(Fp)). Following the same route that led
to formulas (1.2), we consider the short exact sequence of Gp(F)-modules

(1.6)

l^u,,,

^f;^f;-*i,

where the right-hand map is a ^ ap". In view of the description just given of
Hp(F, Fp*), the long exact sequence in cohomology obtained from (1.6) begins

0 -* np„ -> F* ^ F* -» H\F,np„)
- 0 -* //2(F,/v)

- Br(F/F)

-> 0
- Br(F/F)

-

••• .

Thus, we find,

(1.7)

Hl(F,ixp„) = F*/F*n°

and

H2{F,pp.) =p, Br(F).
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The second isomorphism in (1.7) uses the nontrivial fact noted above that Brp(Fp) =
0, which implies that p„Br(F) c Br(F /F). By comparing (1.7) with (1.2) we see that
the canonical inflation map H'p(F,\ip„) -* H'(G(F),fj,p„) must be an isomorphism,
/' = 1, 2. Consequently, the Merkurjev-Suslin Theorem 1.3 remains valid when we

replace H\G{F),

pp„) by H'p(F, juy), i = 1, 2.

We conclude this section with some valuation theory, in particular valuation
theory relative to the field extension F /F. Let G be an ordered abelian group,
written additively, and let v: F* -> G be a Krull valuation on the field F. We will
use the following notation: TF for the value group of v; VF for the valuation ring of
v; MF for the unique maximal ideal of VF; UF for the group of units of VF; and F
for the residue field VF/MF of VF. For a e VF, we write a for the image of a in F.
Usually we will be considering only one valuation at a time on a given field F, but
when there is more than one we avoid ambiguity by writing TFv,..., UFv, Fv. Good
references for valuation theory are [E and Bo2].
If v is a valuation on F, we say that v is pth root Henselian if charF * p and v
has a unique extension to F. (This is an example of the S2-Henselian valuations
considered in [Br], with fi = F From Brocker's observations we have that v is pth
root Henselian just when charF *p and Hensel's lemma applies to all monic

polynomials /e

VF[X] which split in Fp. See [Br, (1.2)].) When PpQF

and

charF # p, a pth root Henselian valuation is the same as a />-Henselian valuation
as considered in [W,,§1], and we then use the terms "p-Henselian" and "pth root
Henselian" interchangeably. The following easy lemma was proved in [W,, (1.2),

(1.4)].
Lemma 1.8. Let (F, v) be a valued field with \ip c F and charF ¥=p. Then,
(i) v is p-Henselian iff 1 + MF C F*p;
(ii) if v is p-Henselian, then UF/Uf = F*/F*p"; hence
p*/F*P" s (f*/¥**")

®(YF/p"YF).

For any valued field (F, v) with charF *p we can construct the pth root
Henselization of (F, v) by a process analogous to the construction of the usual
Henselization, as in [E, pp. 131-132]: Let w be any extension of v to F, and let K
be the fixed field of the decomposition group of (F, w) over (F, v). The pth root
Henselization of (F, v) is defined to be (AT,wl^). It is easy to see that (K,w\K) is
pth root Henselian and is an immediate extension of (F,v). Note that the pth root
Henselization is, up to isomorphism, independent of the choice of w.
In analogy with the terminology of algebraic geometry we will call a valued field
(F,v)
strictly p-Henselian if it is pth root Henselian and F = F. Let Z
= lim Z/p"Z, the p-adic integers, which is the free abelian pro-p-group of rank 1.
//

Lemma 1.9. Suppose (F,v) is strictly p-Henselian. Then

(i) np" Q F for all n;
(ii) VF c F*p;
(iii) F*/F*p"

= TF/p"TF;

(iv) //dimz//>z(lV/>lV) = m, then Gp(F) = e£,

Zp.
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Proof. Because fip c F and v extends uniquely to F(fip) cff
we must have
pp c F. The rest of (i)-(iii) follow easily from Lemma 1.8. If A D F is any finite
degree Galois extensionof F with A c F_, then [ A: F] = pk, v extends uniquely to
A and Fp = F c A c Fp = Fp. So, K = F. Since charF \ [A: F], the argument of
[S, p. 66] shows that A is a Kummer extension of F. Thus, by Kummer theory,
oc

Fp = U *»> where f„ = F({c1/P"|c g F*}).
n=l

Because rF is a torsion-free abelian group, any inverse image of a Z/pZ-base of
rf//>rf is a base of TF/p"TF as a free Z/p"Z-module. By Kummer theory and (hi),
<§{F„/F) = F*/F*p" = (Z/p"Z)m. Consequently,
G,(F)

= lim»(FII/F)S(Z,r.

as desired. D
For any valued field (F,v) with char F * p, let w be an extension of v to F Let
L be the fixed field of the inertia group of (Fp, w) over (F, v). We call (L, w\L) the
•rtn'c/ p-Henselization
of (F,u). Note (L,w|z)
is strictly p-Henselian
maximal unramified extension of (F, i>) in Fp. The strict p-Henselization

up to isomorphism. (Similarly, we obtain a "strict Henselization"
replacing F by F in this construction.)

and is a
is unique

of (F, v) by

2. Valuation theory of division algebras. In this section we will give a construction
for obtaining valued division algebras, and we will show how a valuation on a
division algebra can restrict the possible Galois groups over the center of maximal

subfields.
Let D be a division algebra and let D* = D — {0}. A valuation v on D is a
function v. D* -» T (where T is a totally ordered group), such that for all a,

b e £>*,
(i) v(ab) = v(a) + v(b);
(ii) v(a + b) > min(u(a), i>(6)) if b * -a.
We use the same notation as with fields for the objects associated to v: the value
group of v is TD = v(D*);
{0}; the unique maximal

the valuation ring of D is VD = {a e Z)*|u(a) > 0} U
left ideal and unique maximal right ideal of VD is

MD = {a e D*\v(a) > 0} U {0}; the residue division ring is D = VD/MD; and the
group of units of VD is UD = VD - MD. We will consider only division algebras
finite dimensional over their centers; for such a D, with center F, TF is central in TD
and TD/TF is torsion. Hence TD must be abelian, justifying our additive notation for
it. The standard reference for valued division algebras is Schilling's book [S].
Let E be a subdivision algebra of the valued division algebra (D, v), and suppose
[D.E] < oo, where [D:E] denotes the dimension of D as a right E vector space.
Then the restriction v\E of v to E* is a valuation on E. Recall [S, p. 21] that the
following version of the "fundamental inequality" holds for the extension v over

v\e-

(2.1)

[D:E]-\Td:Tb\k[D:E].
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Then, of course,

D = E.
The next proposition and its corollaries provide the link between Galois groups
and value groups of division algebras. The proposition is well known (cf. [E, (20.11)
(d), (20.18); S, p. 66, p. 86, Remark 1]), but we sketch a proof since it is vital for our
examples.

Proposition

2.2. Let F c A be fields with [A:F] < oo and K Galois over F.

Suppose K has a valuation v which is totally ramified over v \ F, and suppose char A +
[ A: F]. Then <&(K/F) = TK/TF, and F contains a primitive Ith root of unity, where I
is the exponent of the abelian group TK/TF.

Sketch of the proof. Since a(u) = u for u e UK, the function 9(K/F)
X A*
-» A* = F* given by (a, a) >->a(a)/a
induces a bimultiplicative
pairing
y: 1S(K/F) X r^/rF -» F*. The proposition follows easily once it is known that y
is nondegenerate. Assume first that (F,v\F) is Henselian with separably closed
residue field. Then A is a Kummer extension of F by [S, p. 64, Theorem 3], and the
nondegeneracy of y follows from the nondegeneracy of the Kummer pairing.
Dropping the restrictions on F, let L be a maximal unramified extension of (F, v\F)
in F. Then L is Henselian with separably closed residue field, and L and A are

linearly disjoint over F as K/F is totally ramified. Since 9(K • L/L) = 9(K/F)
and TKL = TK, TL = TF, the pairing y for A over F coincides with the corresponding pairing of A • L over L, which we have seen to be nondegenerate.
Corollary
2.3. Let D be a division algebra finite dimensional over a field F.
Suppose D has a valuation v totally ramified over v\F, and suppose charF + [D.F]. If
A 2 F is any subfield of D which is Galois over F, then @(K/F)
is isomorphic to a

subgroup of TD/rF.
Proof. By the fundamental inequality (2.1) and the transitivity formula for
ramification index, v\K must be totally ramified over v\F. Hence, by the proposi-

tion, 9(K/F)

= TK/TF c ro/IV.

□

Corollary
2.4. Let (F, v) be a valued field with charF * p and pp <£ F for some
prime p. Suppose A is a Galois extension field of F with [A: F] = p", and suppose v
has a unique extension to a valuation w of K. Then A is an inertial extension of F (i.e.,

[A: F] = [ A: F]) and &(K/F) s &(K/F).
Proof. Let L be the inertia field of w over F. Then as v is indecomposed in A
and A is separable over F (since charF + [A:F] and [A:F]|[A:F])
we have L/F

is inertial and Galois, Z = A, L/F is Galois, and <$(L/F) = 9(L/F)

(cf. [E,

§19]). So, it suffices to see that K = L. Because L = A and w\L extends uniquely to
A and char L + [ A: L ], (A, w) must be totally ramified over (L, w | L). Since [ A: L ] is
a p-power, if A * L then Proposition 2.2 implies [ip c L. However, [L:F]^
[L: F]
is a p-power, so pp % L, as pp % F. Hence, A = L, as desired. □
The next theorem gives the criterion we will use for the existence of a valuation on
an algebra. The somewhat cumbersome hypotheses cover the examples both in §5
and in §6. Similar theorems will appear in [W2].
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Theorem

2.5. Let A be an algebra finite dimensional over a field, and let L c A be

a field. Let v be a valuation on L, and let A be the divisible hull of YL (so
A = Ft®z

Q). Suppose there are elements ax,...,

am of the group of units A* of A

satisfying
(i) {a1,...,am}
is a base of A as a right L-vector space;
(ii) for each I e L* and each a„ a^aj1 S L and v(aila~l)

(iii) Ojdja^aj1

= v(l);

e UL (the group of units ofv) for all i, j;

(iv) jrf:= {axL*,..., amL*} is an abelian subgroup of NA,(L*)/L*, where NA,(L*)
is the normalizer of L* in A*.
Then there is a well-defined group homomorphism w\ j/—> A/F^ given by
a(L* >-> ^v(a"') + YL. Suppose w is infective. Then v extends to a valuation w on A;
hence A is a division ring. TA is the subgroup of A such that TA/TL = w(s/).
Furthermore, (A, w) is totally ramified over (L, v), and A = L.

Proof. Condition (iv) shows that a"' e L* for each i. Hence, the function w is
well defined. For any at and any c e L* we have the general identity
(aic)m

= ca'c"2' ■■■ c""a™,

where ca> means atca~x. Hence, by (ii),
(1)

v{(a,c)m)

= mv(c)

+ v(a?).

Let T be the subgroup of A* generated by {ax,...,am},
and 7" its commutator
subgroup. By (ii), TUL is a group in which U, is a normal subgroup. By (iii),
TUL/UL is abelian, so T c U,. Since for any /, j, (a,a/)m = afaft with t e 7" c
UL, we have

(2)

v{{aiajr) = v{ar) + v(a-).

From (1) and (2) it follows that w is a group homomorphism.

Because A is torsion-free and A/TL is torsion, the ordering on TL has a unique
extension to A which makes A a totally ordered abelian group. This is the ordering
on A we use.
Now suppose w is injective. Define a function w: A — {0} -> A as follows: For
any a, and any c e L*, set

w(a,c)= K(a?)+v(c).
Now, for any a e A - {0}, a has a unique representation a = Y.T=lajci with the
c, e L, some c, * 0; define w(a) = inf{u'(a,c,)|c, * 0}. Since vv is injective, w(aici)
* w(ajCj) for ; * j. Thus, there is a unique summand aycy of a with u^a,^) = w(a);
we call atCj the leading term of a. Take any /? = Latdt e ^4 - {0} (d, e L) with
(i * -a. Let flfc(c^ + dk) be the leading term of a + /?. We have, if ck * 0, dk * 0,

w(ak(ck + dk)) = -o(«r)
> inf(^«)

+ u(ca + <**)
+ v(ck),

= inf(iv(aAcJ, w(a^J)

^v(a^)

+ D(</*))

> inf(w(a),w(0)).
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Hence, w(a + /?) = w(ak(ck + dk)) ^ inf(w(a),w(fi));
this inequality still holds if
ck = 0 or dk = 0. Since w(-a) = w(a), the usual argument shows:

(3)

if w(a) * w(0), then w(a + /3) = inf( w(a), w(/3)).

It remains to check that w(ajS) = w(a) + w(fi). Take any a, and a- and write
ata- = a^e with e e L*. Then for any c, d e L*,
(4)

w(aicaJd)

= w{ake(aj1caJ)d)

= ^o(fl")

+ »(0+»(a;H)+l'('/)

= —«((flte)m)

= ±[v(ar)

+ v(c) + v(d)

by (1) and (ii)

+ via™)] +v(c) + v(d)

by (2)

= w(afc) + w(ctjd).

Now, for any a = Laici and /3 = Ea,-</,-<e A - {0} we have

(5)

w(a0) = wfEa^a/rf,)
v /,/

= inf {w(a,c,)

7

> inf {wfa^a,*/,)!^, rf, * 0}
'■'

+ »v(0,^)1^,

a1, * 0} Ss w(a) + w(j6).

Say ayc; is the leading term of a, and set a' = a — ajCj. So, w(a) = w(OjCj) < w(a')
(or a' = 0). Likewise, set /?' = /?- a^., where a^a^ is the leading term of /?. Then,
a/3 = {ajCjakdk)

+ a'(akdk)

+(ajCj)p'

+ a'/3'.

By (4) and (5) the first summand here has value strictly smaller than the other three.

Hence, by (3) and (4), aft ¥=0 and
w(aji)

= w(ajc)akdk)

= w(ajCj)

+ w(akdk)

= w(a)

+ w(fi).

Since we have just seen that the finite dimensional algebra A has no zero divisors, it
must be a division algebra. Our calculations show that w: A — {0} -» A is a
valuation on A. It is easy to check that w\L = v.
Clearly the value group TA is the subgroup of A generated by {w(ax),...,w(am)}
and YL; so YA/TL = im(vv). As w is injective, ir^/TJ = \j&\ = m = [A :L], i.e. A is
totally ramified over L. Take any a = £a,c, e A* with w(a) = 0. If the leading term
of a is OjCj, we have w(ajCj) = w(a) = 0. Since w(a/) = —w(c;) e rt, the injectivity of iv implies a, e L*; so a^- e UL. Hence, in A, a = a/c/ G L. Thus, A = L.

a
Corollary

2.6. Consider the algebra
A =AUt(bl,cl;

F)®F

■•• ®F,4Uj(6A,ct;

F),

where um is a primitive nmth root of unity in a field F and 6,, c,,..., bk, ck e F*. Lef
n = «! • • • nk and I = lcm(n1,...,nk).
Let v be a valuation on F. Suppose
{(l/nm)v(bm),(l/nm)v(cm)\\

< m ^ k} generates

a subgroup of order n2 in TF/ITF.
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Then A is a division algebra and v extends to a valuation on A totally ramified over F,
with A = F and with value group YA generated

by {(l/nm)v(bm),

(l/nm)v(cm)\l

<

m < k) and TF. So,
k

IVIV= EI (Z/«mZ X Z/«mZ).
Proof.

For 1 < m < k, let im, jm g A be the standard generators of

We want to apply the theorem with L = F and the a,- all being products /['y,1 ■• •
'**./** witri 0 < rm < «„,, 0 < jm < «„,, for 1 sg m < k. There are «2 of the a,- and

they clearly form an F-base of /I. Every commutator a^^'hj1
is a product of
roots of unity. Condition (ii) holds trivially since F is the center of D. It follows
easily that (i)-(iv) of the theorem all hold. We have w(imF*) = (f/nm)v(bm)
+ TF
and w(jmF*) = (\/nm)v(cm)
+ TF. The assumption on the values of the bm and cm
implies that w(ss?) is a subgroup of order n2 of (l/l)TF/TF.
Hence, vv must be

injective, and the corollary follows from the theorem. □
Example 2.7. Let A be a field containing a primitive prth root of unity w for
some prime p. Let z,,...,z2/
be independent commuting indeterminates over A,
and let F= K(zl,...,z2l).
The lexicographic ordering makes T:= Y\2LlZ into a
totally ordered abelian group. There is a unique valuation v. F* -» T such that

v(zA = (0,..., 0,1,0.0)

(the 1 in the ith place) for each i and v(c) = 0 for all
z2/] - {0} by

c g A*. Specifically, v is defined first on A[z,,...,

v(Z--^ 'i

T.chl2...ltrf

•••z2y) = inf{(,1,...,/2/)|c,i...,2/*0}.

in

'

Then u is extended to the quotient field F by defining v(a/b) = v(a) — v(b) for all
a, b e K[zx,...,
z2l] - {0}. Let A = AJzx, z2; F) ®F • • • ®FAJz2l_1, z2/; F).
By the corollary, yl is a division algebra and v extends to a valuation on A which is

totally ramified over F, with TA/TF = (Z/prZ)2' and J=F=A.
Hence, by
Corollary 2.3, if A 2 F is any subfield of A which is Galois over F, then @(K/F) is
isomorphic

to a subgroup of (Z/prZ)21.

Note also that if L d F is any field which

has an unramified extension of v, then Corollary 2.6 applies equally well to A ®FL.
So, A ®FL is also a valued division algebra, with YASlL/TL= TA/YF.
Remark 2.8. For any prime p, let k be any field with char/c^p,
and let
A = k(np„) for some fixed n > 3. If we let r = 1 and / = n in the preceding
example, then we obtain a division algebra FJj of index p" in which every maximal
subfield of Dx Galois over its center has an elementary abelian Galois group of
order p". If we let r = n and / = 1 in the example we obtain another division
algebra Z>2 of index p". The Galois group over the center of D2 of any Galois
maximal subfield must be a subgroup of (Z/p"Z) X (Z/p"Z) of order p". Such a
group cannot be elementary abelian, as n > 3. Since no group can occur as a Galois
group of a maximal subfield for both Dx and D2, it follows by Amitsur's argument
(cf. [Am, pp. 418-419; or Ja, p. 93, Theorem 4]) that the generic division algebra
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UD(k, p") of index p" (n > 3) over k is not a crossed product. Amitsur proved this
in his original paper (for char/c = 0, and Schacher-Small [SS] did the case char/c =
prime # p). Amitsur did not mention valued division algebras, but the valuation
theory given here applies to (and perhaps clarifies) his examples, which were iterated
twisted Laurent power series division algebras.
We now give one more corollary to Theorem 2.5, which will apply to the examples

in §6.

Corollary
2.9. Let F be a field with valuation v. Let A,,..., Kk be cyclic Galois
extensions of F, and let A = A(Kl/F, av bx) ®F • • • ®FA(Kk/F, ak, bk) for some
bx,...,bk<= F*. Let [A,:F] = nt, n = nx ■■■ nk, and I = lcm^,...,
nk). Suppose
(i) each A, is an inertial extension of (F,v), i.e., v extends (uniquely) to a
valuation v, on A with residue field A, such that [ A,: F] = [ A,: F];
(ii) K1,...,Kk
are all linearly disjoint over F;
(iii) {(l/ni)v(bi)\l
< / < k] generates a subgroup of order n in TF/ITF.
Then A is a division algebra and v extends to a valuation w on A with residue division
algebra A = AT,.Kk
and value group TA generated by {(l/nj)v(bj)}
and TF.

So,[A:F]

= \TA:TF\ = n.

Proof. Let L be the compositum Kx.Kk
in F, and let u be any extension
of v to L, with L the residue field of u. Since u\K = u, by (i), we have each A, c L.

Then from (2.1), (ii), and (i),
k

[L:F]>
So equality
Kx.Kk

[L:F]> [A\.Kk:

k

F] = ;=i
EI [*~,^] = /=i
11 [*,: F] > [L :F].

must hold throughout. Hence, L is an inertial extension of F, L =
and Kx,...,Kk
are all linearly disjoint over F, so L s A, ®F

Let Xj G A be the standard generator of A(Kj/F,oJ,

bj) over K,-. We will apply

Theorem 2.5, taking for the a,, 1 < i < n, all products x[' • • • xrkkwith 0 < r < «;
for each j. For L we take Kx <8>F■■■ ®FKkc,A
which we have seen has a unique
extension of v on F. Clearly the a, form an L-base of A. Condition (ii) of Theorem
2.5 holds since the a, conjugate each Kj to itself and the extension of v to L is
unique. Condition (iii) holds trivially because aiaJ = a^a^ all /', j, and (iv) also
clearly holds. We have w(XjL*) = (l/nJ)v(bl)
+ TL, and TL = TF as L/F is
inertial. Assumption (iii) implies that w(s/) is a subgroup of order n in (l/l)TL/TL.
Since \srf\ = n, w must be injective. The conclusions of the corollary follow from the
theorem and the observations above about L. □

3. Cohomology of free abelian pro-p-groups. For any prime number p and any
natural number m, let Pm := © ™. Zp, which is the free abelian pro-p-group of rank
m. As we saw in Lemma 1.9(iv) this group arises as Gp(F) for a strictly p-Henselian
valued field if rF/pTF has rank m. In this section we prove a result on splitting of
elements of H2(Pm,Z/pZ) by subgroups of Pm. We will give purely cohomological
arguments, although other approaches are possible. We always consider Z/pZ as a
trivial Fm-module. Then H\Pm,Z/pZ)
= Hom(F„„Z/pZ)
= (Z/pZ)m, which will
be viewed as a vector space over Z/p Z.
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Lemma 3.1. Suppose Xi, X2>--->X2/ are linearly independent in Hl(Pm,Z/pZ).
Then,
X1UX2

+ X3UX4+

••• +X2,-!UX2,^

inH2(Pm,Z/pZ).

Proof. We verify this by direct calculation, using additive notation for the group
operation on Pm. The cohomology class in question is represented by the 2-cocycle

z(r,s)

= Xi(r)x2(s)

+ Xi(r)x4(s)

+ '•■ +X2,-i(r)x2!(s)>

as the group action is trivial (cf. [Sh, p. 38]). Clearly z(r, 0) = z(0,s) = 0. If z is a
coboundary, there is a continuous function /: Pm -> Z/pZ with z(r, s) = f(s) -

f(r + s)+f(r).
So /(0) = z(0,0) = 0. Now, choose ax, a2 G Pm with x,(fly) = 8tJ
(Kronecker delta), i = 1,...,2t,
j = 1, 2. We calculate: /(a,) + f(-ax) = z(a1( -a,)
= 0. Thus, as Fm is abelian,
/(a2)

=/(a!

+ a2 + -aL) =/(aj

= f(ax)-z(ax,a2)

+/(a2)

+ a2) - z(ax + a2,-a,)

- 0 -/(a,)

-H/C-aJ

= -1 +/(a2).

This contradiction proves the lemma. □
Remark 3.2. For an alternative proof observe that Lemma 3.1 is an immediate
consequence of the isomorphism H2(Pm,Z/pZ)
= H\Pm,Z/pZ)
A Hl(Pm,Z/pZ)
(exterior product) which can be verified by induction on m using the Kiinneth
formula. The lemma is also deducible from Corollary 2.6.
Remark 3.3. Suppose A c Pm is a subgroup of index p. Then A 2 pPm. Using the
fact that every lift of a Z/pZ-base
of Pm/pPm is a base of Pm as a free abelian
pro-p-group, it is easy to see that A = Pm as profinite groups. It follows by induction
that for any subgroup H of finite index in Pm, H is open in Pm and H = Pm.
The main result of this section is needed for the study of splitting fields of the
examples in §5. What we need is obtainable by adapting to the strictly p-Henselian
situation the following theorem of Tignol and Amitsur [TA]: If FJ is a central simple
division algebra over a field F with strictly Henselian valuation and charF + [D : F],
then every splitting field of D algebraic over F contains a maximal subfield of D.
We prefer to give an entirely cohomological formulation and proof. For algebras of
prime exponent the Tignol-Amitsur theorem is actually deducible from our next
theorem.
Theorem 3.4. Suppose Xi, X2>--->X2< G ^(^m.Z/pZ)
are linearly independent,
and ^? y = Xi UX2 + X3UX4+ ••• +X2,~i^Xi,^
H2(Pm,Z/pZ).
Let N be
an open subgroup of Pm with resF ^N(y) = 0. Then, there is a base xpx,...,\l/2t of

span{Xl,...,X2,}
^ H\Pm,Z/pZ)
such that y = ^ U ^2 + ■•• +4>2t„x U^W
N c DJ=1 keri//2l_1. Hence, (Z/pZ)' is a homomorphic image of Pm/N.
Proof. We argue by induction on t. Since N = Pm, we may apply Lemma 3.1
over TV to see that {resF ^w(x,)|l
< ' < 2/} must be linearly dependent in
Hl(N, Z/pZ).
That is, for some nonzero linear combination
S = a;Xi
+ ••• +a2lX2l^H1(Pm,Z/pZ),

0 = Ea,resFm^/v(x,)=resFm^N(8).

Hence,

N

c ker(S). After renumbering the x, if necessary and replacing 8 by axl8 we may
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assume ax = 1; that is, Xi = 8 - a2x2 - ■• ■ ~a2tx2r If t = 1, we have y =
Xi u X2 = 8 U X2 (as X2 u X2 = 03)' an^ tne desired result follows by setting
\px = 8 and \p2 = x2- Now assume t > 1. From the formula for Xi (together with
X2 u X2 = 03) we find
Y = 8 U x2 +(x3

+ •' • + (x2,-i

= 8 U x2 + £

+ a4X2)

u(x4

+ a2,Xi)

- ^3X2)

u(x2,

- a2,-lX2)

<P2,-i u <P2,.

1-2

where ^^j

= x2,-i

+ a2,X2 and <Pi, = X2, _ "2,-1X2- Clearly {5,x2,<P3.<P2,}

is a base of span{x!,- •., X2<}Let y'= y - (5 U x2) = ^/=2<P2,-i u <P2/- Since N c ker5, tesPm_tN{y') =
resF _Ar(Y) = 0- By induction there are \p3, \p4,..., \j/2t e Hx(Pm, Z/pZ) with
span{^3, . . . , ^2,} = span{(p3, . . . , <p2/}, y' = E;=2 i//2|._j U t//2„ and iV c
n,'=2 keri//2l-_i. Set i//j = 6 and ^2 = X2- Clearly \px,...,ip2l have all the required
properties. Let A = 0'_x keri//^.! 2 A/. Then Fm/A is a homomorphic image of
Pm/N, and Pm/K = (Z/pZ)'

as >//,, i//3,..., ip2t-i are linearly independent.

□

4. Free products of pro-p-groups. In this section we prove that, for certain
p-Henselian fields Lx and L2, Gp(Lx n L2) is the free product of Gp(Lx) and
Gp(L2) (Theorem 4.3). This will allow us to prove local global principles (Theorem
4.11) relating central simple (Lx n L2)-algebras to algebras over Lx and F2. Our
main tools are a cohomological characterization of free products of pro-p-groups
(Theorem 4.1) and the analogue for pro-p-groups of Kurosch's theorem on subgroups of free products (Theorem 4.5).
Let 19 denote the category of pro-p-groups, a subcategory of the category IS of all
groups. For G,, G2 G <3 , let Gx *pG2 denote the free product (coproduct) of Gx and
G2 in IS . (This is not the same as the free product of Gx and G2 in IS, nor even in
the category of all profinite groups.) The existence of free products in IS can be
verified by observing that the inclusion functor 1Sp^> IS has a left adjoint, and free
products exist in IS. More explicitly, one can construct the free product in IS as

follows: Let G,, G2 G <&. Denote by Gx * G2 the usual free product of Gx and G2 in

IS. Then
Gx*pG2=

Urn ((GX*G2)/N),
N

as N ranges over all normal subgroups of Gx * G2 with \GX* G2: N\ a power of p.
The easy verification that Gx *p G2 has the desired universal mapping property is

omitted.
3For any x S Hl(Pm,Z/pZ), x U x = 0. For, there is a closed subgroup // of P„, with P„/H = Pt
and a x' e Hl(Pm/H, Z/pZ) with x = infp,/;;-./>„,(x')Since P„,/H is a free pro-/>-group,

U2(Pm/H,Z/pZ)

= 0. Hence, x u x = iaiPm/„Zpm(x'"v x') = 0.
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The basic cohomological properties of free products in IS are recalled in convenient form in the next two theorems, which are due to Neukirch [N, Satze 4.3, 4.2].
(For a version of Theorem 4.1, see also [Er, Proposition 2].) Theorem 4.2 is the pro-p
analogue to a well-known result for the usual free products of groups (cf. [HS, p.

220]).
Recall that Z/pZ

is always viewed as a trivial G-module for any G g IS .

Theorem
4.1 (Neukirch).
Suppose G, Gx,...,Gk
G. —>G are continuous homomorphisms,
/ = 1, 2,...,

are pro-p-groups, and fy.
k. Then the induced map

Gx*pG2*p ■■■ *p Gk -* G is an isomorphism iff the map
k

H'(G,Z/pZ)^

0 H'{Gt,Z/pZ)

7= 1

induced by the f, is an isomorphism for i = \ and a monomorphism for i = 2.

In his version of Theorem 4.1 Neukirch assumes that the Gj are subgroups of G.
But his proof works in the situation described here, without initially assuming the f}
to be injective.

Theorem
Gx*pG2*p

4.2 (Neukirch).

Suppose Gx,...,Gk

are pro-p-groups, and that G =

■■■ *pGk. Then for any finite discrete G-module M and any i ^ 2 the map
k

res: #'(G,Af)->

®tf''(G.,M)
7=1

(induced by the inclusions Gj «-» G) is an isomorphism.
G-module, res is an isomorphism for i = 1, as well.

Moreover,

if M is a trivial

The crucial observation needed for our examples is that free products of very nice
groups can occur as G (F) for suitable fields F. This is the conclusion of the next

key theorem. (A special case of this theorem was proved by a different method in [J,

Lemma 9'].)
Two valuations vx and v2 on a field F are said to be independent if no proper
subring of F contains both valuation rings VFv and VFv . Recall that the approximation theorem [E, (11.16); or Bo2, §7, No. 2, Theorem 1] holds between any two
independent valuations vx and v2.

Theorem 4.3. Let (L,, v,) be p-Henselian valued fields with np c L, and char L, =tp,
i = 1, 2. Let F = Lx D L2. Suppose that the valuations vx\F and v2\F on F are
independent and that the maps TFv/pTFo
-* TL/pTL and F0. -* LDj are surjective,

i = 1, 2. Then,
Gp(F)^Gp(Lx)*pGp(L2).
Proof.

For short we denote the unit group UF v by [/„ the value group rF[, by

r„ the residue field F„ by F„ and HJp(K,ji ) = HJp\A, Z/pZ) by HJ(A) for A = F
or Lx or L2. Let resF^^:
HJ(F) -> HJ(Lj) denote the map induced by the
restriction homomorphism Gp(L,) -> Gp(F). Set Bx = Lf n F* and B2 = LP n F*.
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Consider the commutative diagram:

o-(t/,n

u2)/(ux n u2)p -

(*)

«l

o-

F*/F*p

-» TX/PTX© r2/pr2

/3|

-* 0

Yl

uL/u? © c/L/t/£ - f*/i*" e l*/l*p -* r^/pr^ © r^/pi^

- o

The middle map B is injective as iip c F and F=L1 n L2; that is, 5, n fi2 = F*^.
Clearly the bottom row of (*) is exact. Since vx\F and f2|F are independent, the
approximation theorem shows F* maps onto Tx © T2; hence, the top row of (*) is
exact. Because (L„ vA is p-Henselian we have UL/U[. = L*/L*p (see Lemma
1.8(h)). It follows that a is surjective by the approximation theorem and the
hypothesis that F, s L,. By hypothesis, y is also surjective. Thus, the snake lemma
[Bo,, §1, Proposition 2] implies that B and y are isomorphisms. Hence, BJF*P =

Lf/L*p,

i = 1, 2, #! • B2 = F*, and prL n T, = pr,, i = 1, 2. In cohomological

terms, the isomorphism /? reads: Hl( F) = HX(LX) © Hl(L2).
Let C,.. denote the subgroup of H2(F) generated by the cup products {(a) U
(b)\a g Bt, b g Bj) for / = 1, 2, y = 1, 2. Since Bx ■B2 = F* the Merkurjev-Suslin
Theorem 1.3 and the remarks after (1.7) show that H2(F) = Cxl + Cx2 + C22. We
will prove that C12 = 0 and H2(F) = Cu © C22, with C„ = H2(Li) via the restriction map. Since clearly resF^ L (C22) = resF^ L (Cn) = 0 it follows that res: H2(F)
-* H2(LX) © H2(L2) is an isomorphism. Then the desired conclusion Gp(F) =

Gp(Ll)*pGp(L2) follows by Neukirch's Theorem 4.1.
Consider any generator (a) U (b) of C12 with a g Bx, b g B2. As a g Lf, using
pTL n T2 = pT2, the surjectivity of F2 -» L2, and the approximation theorem we
may find an a' g F* with a' = a mod F*7', v2(a') = 0, a' = 1 in F2, and y^a') > 0.

Likewise, there is a b' = b modF*''
Consequently

with vx(b') = 0, b' = 1 in Fx, and i^7/) > 0.

u,.(a' + /3') = 0 and a' + />' = 1 in L, for i = 1 and /' = 2. Since the

L, are p-Henselian it follows by Lemma 1.8(i) that a' + b' G L{ n Lf n F = F7'.
Thus, (a') ® (/3') lies in the Steinberg relation subgroup of Hl(F) ® Hl(F) (cf.
Theorem 1.3). From this we see that (a) U (b) = (a') U (/>') = 0 in H2(F). Thus,
C12 = 0.
To complete the proof we must show H2(F) = Cxx © C22 s H2(LX) © H2(L2).
This is immediate from the following
Claim. There exist homomorphisms e,: H2(Li) -» H2(F), with im(e,) = C„ and
resF_ t. o e,: H2(Li) -> H2(Lt) the identity map, / = 1, 2.
To prove the claim, observe first that the isomorphism Bt/F*p = L*/L*p yields
an injection e,: H1(Li) -* HX(F) which is the composite of

H\Lt) ^ L*/L*p Z Bi/F*p -» FYF^ ^ ^(F).
Note that st((a)L ) = (a)F for every a g Bt. The map I, ® et composed with the cup
product yields a homomorphism

4: Hl(L,) 9 Hl(L,) ^ H2(F)
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defined on generators by e':((a), ® (b)L) = (a)F U (b)F for all a, b g £,.. Since
im(e;) = C„ and the composition resF_L. °e,: Hl(Li) -» Hl(Lt) is identity, to
prove the claim it suffices to show that e, induces a well-defined homomorphism e,:
H2(L;) -* H2(F). In view of the Merkurjev-Suslin Theorem 1.3 we must show that
5", c kerej, where Si is the Steinberg relation subgroup of Hl(Lt) ® Hl(L^. That is,
Steinberg relations can be " lifted" from L, to F.
Take any generator (a)L ® (b)L of S,-, a, b <e Bt. Then there exist r, s G L*

such that
(t)

ar'+/m'=

1.

In showing (a)FU (b)F= 0 there are four cases to consider:
First, suppose vi(arp) * 0 and vl(bsp)± 0. Then valuation theory and equation
(t) show that v^arf) = v^bs") < 0 and -arp(bsp)'1 G 1 + ML.. This yields -a/r1

g L/" since L, is p-Henselian. As Lf n 5, = F*^ we find -a/3"1 G F*p, i.e.,
(b)F=

(-a)F

in //'(F).

So e',((a)L

® (/3)£) = (a)F U (ft)F = (a)F U (-a)F

= 0

in H2(F) (cf. [Mi, p. 319]).
For the next case suppose vt(arp) = 0 but vi(bsp) =£ 0. Then from (|) we have

v,(bsp) > 0 and arp G 1 + ML c L/\ Thus, a g Lf n 5, = F*'. So, (a)F = 0 in
Hl(F), which assures (a)F U (/3)F = 0 in H2(F). The case where u,(a/-/') # 0 but
v-(bsp) = 0 is handled analogously.
In the final case, we have v^arf) = vt(bsp) = 0. So, vt(a), vt(b) G pT, by the
injectivity of the map y of diagram (*). Modifying a and b by pth powers from F,
we may assume that each of a, b, r, s lies in UL. Recall that a G B,Q Lf, where
7 = 3 — i. So V:(a) G pTt n Ty= pTj. Applying the approximation theorem and the
isomorphism F, = L„ we can choose r', s' g F* with u,(r') = 0, r' = r in L„
wy('-'7') = -Vj(a), and u,(j') = 0, 7' = s in I„ vy(s'p) > -vy(b). Then ar'7' + bs'p is
a unit with respect to each valuation, and ar'p + bs'p = arp + bsp = 1 in L, and
ar'p + bs'p = ar'p in Lf. Since Lt and L2 are each p-Henselian, it follows that
ar'p + bs'p g Lf n Lf n F = Fp. Hence, (a)F ® (b)F lies in the Steinberg relation

group of H\F)

® H\F).

Thus, (a)F U (b)F = 0 in //2(F).

This establishes the

claim and completes the proof of Theorem 4.3. □
Remark 4.4. Suppose (L,, vt) are p-Henselian valued fields, i — 1,2, with \i c L,

and char L, =^=
p for each i. Let F= Lj n L2, and suppose Uj^ and u2|F are
independent valuations. In each of the following two situations we can see that each
(Lj, v,) is an immediate extension of (F, vt), so the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3 are
satisfied:
(i) Each L, is unramified over F, Lt is Galois over F0. and (L,, u,.) is Henselian.
(ii) Each L, is unramified over F and L; C F,, the pth root closure of F.
In either case, it suffices to check that Ft = FB maps onto L,. In case (i) take any
c g L:, and let / g F^X] be the minimal polynomial of c over F,. Then / splits
completely over L„ as L, is Galois over Fj. For j = 3 — /, pick any monic
/ g F[A'] with degy^ = deg/, and such that / splits completely in Fj[X] with no
repeated roots. By the approximation theorem applied to the corresponding coeffi-

cients of / and fj there is a monic /g

VFv\X] n FFt,JX'] with f = fx in FJX]
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and / = /2 in F2[X]. The Henselian assumption implies that / splits in Lx and L2.
Hence, / splits in Lx n L2 = F. So, c g Fj which shows that L, = Fj. In case (ii) we
have np c Fj and L, c F. From the theory of p-groups (cf. (1.4)) if Fj + L„ then
there is a J g L, - Fj with dp G F,. Pick any e G Fj*, y = 3 - /. By the approxima-

tion theorem there is a b g F* with ^(Z?) = u2(/3) = 0 and b = dp in Fj and b = ep
in Fj. Since Li and L2 are p-Henselian, we have b g Lf n Lf n F = F7'. Hence
dp = b e Ff, contradicting the choice of d.
We will exploit Theorem 4.3 below to obtain local global principles relating
algebras over F to their extensions over Lx and L2. The key to moving from
cohomological data to information about algebras is provided by some index
computations which are consequences of the pro-p version of the famous Kurosch
subgroup theorem. This theorem is due to Binz, Neukirch, and Wenzel [BNW]—in a
more general form than given here. In what follows, we write H8 for the conjugate
gHg~l of a group H.

Theorem 4.5 (Binz, Neukirch, Wenzel). Suppose G, G,,..., Gk are pro-p-groups
with G = Gx* G2* ■■■ *pGk. Let H be an open subgroup of G. Then,

k I n,
\
*p *pG?vnH\*p&,

H=

/-iVi

I

where for each i the ga,..., gjn are a full set of representatives for the double cosets
HgGi of H and G, in G, and &■ is a free pro-p-group.

Before turning to central simple algebras we consider the notion of index in a
purely cohomological setting:
Definition
4.6. Let G be a pro-p-group and let y g H'(G, M), i > 2, for some
discrete G-module M. The p-index of y is

p-ind( y): = min {| G : H \ \H is an open subgroup of G and

resc^H(y)

= 0 in H'(H,M)}.

Remarks 4.7. (i) p-ind(y) is always finite. For, as M is discrete and y is a
continuous cohomology class, there is an open normal subgroup N of G with
y g im(infc/iV_c). Hence, resc_ N(y) = 0.
(ii) If A is a closed subgroup of G, then p-ind(resc^ K(y)) < p-ind(y).
(iii) If resc_ H(y) = 0, we say that H splits y. Note that if H splits y, then every
conjugate H8 of H in G also splits y. For, the conjugation map H —>H8 induces a
function cgH: H\H, M) -» H'(H8, M). Since cgC is the identity map on H'(G, M)
(cf. [Se2, p. 116, Proposition 3; or We, p. 65, Proposition 2-3-1]), we have
resc_^(Y)

= (resG^//socxC)(y)

= (cgi„oresc^„)(Y)

= 0.

Theorem 4.8. Suppose Hx,...,Hk
are closed subgroups of a pro-p-group G, and
suppose G = Hx*p ■■■ *pHk. Then, for any discrete G-module M and any y g

H'(G, M), i > 2,
p-ind(y)

=

max (p-ind(resc^

1 <y"< k v

„(y))}.

}
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Proof. Let pm = maxX)iJ^k{ p-ind(resc^ „(y))}. By Remark 4.7(h), p-ind(y) >
pm. To prove the reverse inequality we proceed by induction on m. If m = 0, each

H, splits y, so as H'(G, M) = ®k=lHi(HJ, M) by Theorem 4.2, we find that G
splits y, i.e., p-ind(y) = 1 = p°.
Now, suppose m > 1. For each y, choose an open subgroup Ay of Hl such that Kj
splits y and \Hj\Kj\ = p-ind(resc^w (y)). If Ay ¥= Hj, let Ay be a maximal proper
subgroup of Hj containing Ky so A7 is normal in Hj and 7/,/A7 = Z/pZ, as //. is a
pro-p-group. If Ay = //,-, let A7 = Hj. Then for each j there is a homomorphism m•■:
ify -> Z/pZ with kernel A7-.At least one ?r. is surjective, as w > 1. By the universal
mapping property of the free product there is an epimorphism it: G —>Z/pZ with
""I// = "y f°r eacn J- Set A7= ker(7r). Then A7 is a normal subgroup of G,

\G:N\=p,

and N C\Hj = A7,2 A, for / = 1, 2,..., k.

Applying Theorem 4.5 we have

X = L1*p ••• *pL,*ty,
where J^ is a free pro-p-group and each L, = N n Z/^,/' = (N Ci Hj{j))g' for some

g, g G and y'(z")G {1,2,...,/t}.

Set A,' = Kj{i)g'c L, and set 5 = resc^A,(y).

Since Ay(/) splits y, A' must also split y (hence 8), by Remark 4.7(iii). Consequently,

p-ind(res^Lj(S))
Also, p-ind(resJv^jr(5))
p-ind(S) <pm_1, so that

= p°

< |Lt: K\ | = |NJin : Km | < pm~\
as H'(iF,M)

p-ind(y)<|G:A7|-p-ind(resc^A,(y))
This proves the theorem.

= 0, / > 2. Thus,

< p ■p"''1

by induction,

=pm.

□

Definition
4.9. Let A be a central simple F-algebra with [A] g Br (F). The
p-index of ^4 is

p-ind(^4):=

min{[L : F] \L is a field, F c L c Fj,, and L splits /I j.

Remarks 4.10. (i) For every ^ with [A] g Br/;(F), p-ind(/4) is necessarily finite.
For, as we observed in §1, every such A is split by F, so by some finite degree
subextension.
(ii) If np c F, then Gp(F) is a pro-p-group. If [.,4] has exponent p" there is a
corresponding element y of H2(F,fi.p„). Then for any field M 2 F, resF^M(y) is
the element of H2(M,\xp,,) corresponding to [M ®F^4] in Brp(M). From this it is
clear that p-'md(A) = p-ind(y), which is a power of p. However, if np G F, it is
unknown whether p-ind(A) is always a p-power.
(iii) For any A with [A] g Brp(F), clearly index(^) < p-ind(^), but it is an open
question whether equality always holds. (Equality means that the underlying division
algebra of A has a maximal subfield in Fj,.) Indeed, if fip c F and index(/l) = p,
then p-ind(A) = p iff the underlying division algebra of A is a cyclic algebra. But
for p ^ 5 (p prime) it is unknown whether every division algebra of index p is
cyclic.
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Theorem 4.11 (Local - Global Principles).
Let Lx and L2 be fields with
Hp c L„ i = 1, 2, and let F = Lx n L2. Suppose the natural map Gp(Ll)*pGp(L2)
-> G (F)

is an isomorphism.

Then for any central simple F-algebra

A with [A] G

Br,(F),
(i) Fsplits A iff Lx and L2 each split A;
(ii) index(yl) < p-ind(^) = max{ p-ind(v4 ®F Lt)\i = 1, 2};
(iii) // mdex(A ®F L,) = p-ind(^4 ®F L,), i = 1, 2, then index(^4) = p-md(A);
(iv) for any field A with F c A c Fp and [K : F] < oo, A splits AiffK®FLi splits
A, i = 1, 2;
(v) suppose there are finite degree Galois p-extensions A/, of L, which split A, and
suppose G is a finite p-group generated by isomorphic copies of ^(AF/L,),
i = 1, 2;
then there is a Galois extension M of F for which 1S(M/F) = G, M splits A and

M ■L, = A/,.,i = 1, 2.
Note that for A as in (iv), A is separable over F, so A ®F L; is a direct sum of
fields. "A ®F Lt splits A" means each summand splits A.
Proof. Suppose [A] has exponent p"; let y g H2(F,jip„) be the element corresponding to [^4] in ^B^F).
Part (i) is immediate from the isomorphism
H2(F, /* ») = H2(LX, (j,p„) ©
H2(L2, ju „) given by Theorem 4.2. Part (ii) follows from Theorem 4.8 and Remarks
4.10(h), (iii). Since mdex(A) > max{index(^ ®FL,)|; = 1, 2}, (iii) is immediate
from (ii).
For (iv) the "only if" part is clear. For the reverse implication assume that (each
summand of) each A ®F L, splits A. Let N = Gp(K), an open subgroup of Gp(F).
Let //, = G (L;), which we identify with its image in Gp(F). (The free product
hypothesis assures that the map Ht -> Gp(F) is injective.) Let
A7
= A7,,
* ■• • *p-"l«i
N,
'
' 11 />

*/> N-,,
* • • • *p1J2n2
A7, *p &
21 p

be the free product decomposition of N given by Theorem 4.5, where NiJ = H8" n A7
for suitable gtj g Gp(F) and Jf is a free pro-p-group. For each i, j, Hi n A78" is
(isomorphic to) Gp(g^/(K) ■Lt). Since the compositum g~f(K) ■L, is isomorphic to
a summand of A®FL,,
it splits ^. Thus, resG^(H nNS-i)(y) = 0. Let 5 =
resc_A,(y). Since Ht n A78'"''= A7/-'"'',we have 0 = res^^XY)
= res^^S)
(cf.
Remark 4.7(iii)). Because !F is free, resA,^^r(S) = 0. Therefore, by Theorem 4.2

8 = 0 in H2(N, fip„), i.e., A splits /I, as desired.
(v) Let /, be the composite homomorphism Gp(Lj) -* ^(MJLf)
*-»G, with
kernel Gp(M/>; we have an induced epimorphism /: Gp(F) -> Gp(Lx)*pGp(L2) -»

G. Let A/ be the fixed field of ker/. Then M is Galois over F and 1S(M/F) =

Gp(F)/ketf=

G. When we identify Gp(F) with G,(La)%G>(La), ker/n G,(L,)

= ker/j = Gp(Mt). Consequently, M • Lt= A/,. Since M is Galois over F every
summand of M ®F L, is isomorphic to A/ • L,. Hence, M ®F L,. splits ^. By (iv) A/

splits A, as desired. □
Remark. Theorems 4.3 and 4.11 which were stated for F = LXC\ L2 clearly hold
as well for F = L, n L2 n • • • nLt for any integer k ^ 2.
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5. Noncrossed products of exponent p", n > 3. Fix a prime number p and integers
m ^ n > 3. In this section we will construct a noncrossed product division algebra
D of exponent p" and index pm over a field F of any characteristic =£p.
To begin, fix any field k containing p distinct pth roots of unity (so char/c # p).
Set F0 = k(xx, x2, yx, y2, y3,..., y2m), where xx, x2, yx,..., y2m are algebraically
independent over k. Let vx be the valuation on F0 with residue field k(yx,...,
y2m)
and value group Z X Z, ordered lexicographically, with vx(xx) = (1,0) and vx(x2)
= (0,1). (This is the valuation described in Example 2.7, viewing F0 = K(xx,x2),
with A = /c(yv ..., y2m).) Let u2 be the valuation on F0 with residue field k(xx, x2)

and value group Y\2H,\Z, ordered lexicographically, with v2(yt) = (0,..., 0,1,0,...,

0)

(the 1 in the ith place). (This is another case of Example 2.7, viewing F0 =
K(yx,...,
y2m) with A = k(xx, x2).) Clearly vx and v2 are independent valuations
on F0. Within some fixed algebraic closure of F0 let (Lx, vx) be a strict p-Henseliza-

tion of (F0, vx) and let (L2, v2) be a strict p-Henselization

of (F0, v2), as described in

§1Let F = Lx n L2. Note that F contains a primitive p"th root of unity to as
fi i c L, for all /, i = 1, 2. Let p = to7'" , a primitive pth root of unity. Using the
notation of §1 we define central simple F-algebras Ax and ^42 by
m

A\ = Aa{xx,x2;

F)

and

A2=

(g) Ap(y2j_x, y2y F).
7= 1

Set y4 =^! ®F^42. By Wedderburn's theorem A = A/,(D), where D is a division
algebra with center F. The notation defined here will remain fixed throughout this
section. We will show in Theorem 5.4 that D is not a crossed product. But first we
summarize the nice properties of F given by our earlier theorems.
Theorem 5.1. With F, Lx, L2, andp as above, we have
(i) Gp(Lx) = Zp © Zp andGp(L2) = (Zp)m;

(ii) Gp(F)=Gp(Lx)*pGp(L2);
(ni)Bxp(F)=Bxp(Lx)®Bxp(L2);
(iv) the local global principles (Theorem 4.11) apply from Lx and L2 to F.

Proof. Since the value group TL = TF v, (i) follows from Lemma 1.9(iv). The
valuations vx and v2 are independent on F since they are independent on F0 and F
is algebraic over F0. Thus, (ii) follows from Remark 4.4(h) and Theorem 4.3. Then

(iii) follows by Theorem 4.2, taking M = fi i, / = 1, 2,_Finally,
□

(ii) implies (iv).

Remark 5.2. It can be shown (though we will not) that over a strictly p-Henselian
field L every central simple division algebra B with [B] g Brp(L) is isomorphic to a
tensor product of cyclic algebras. Hence, index(B) = p-ind(5). Using this and
Theorem 4.11(iii) we can add the following properties of F to the list in 5.1: Let C
be any central simple F-algebra with [C] G Bvp(F); then

(v) index(C) = p-ind(C) = max{ p-ind(C ®F L,)\i = 1, 2};
(vi) if C is a division algebra, then C®FLX is a division algebra or C ®FL2 is a
division algebra.
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Lemma 5.3. (i) Ax ®FLt is a division algebra of exponent, index, and p-index p",
while L2 splits Ax.
(ii) A2 ®F L2 is a division algebra of index and p-index pm, while Lx splits A 2. If M
is a Galois extension of L2 which splits A2 and [M: L2\ is a power of p, then (Z/pZ)m
is a homomorphic image of 1S(M/L2).

Proof,
(i) Note that Ax ®F Lx = Aa(xx, x2; Lx) = A\ ®Fq L,, where A[ =
Au(xx, x2; F0). Example 2.7 with the valuation vx on F0 shows that A'x is a division
algebra, and that A[ ®F Lx is also a division algebra, as (Lx, vx) is unramified over
(F0, vx). Since Ax ®FLX is a crossed product division algebra, p-ind(A ®FLj) =
index(vl ®FL,) = p". The valuation vx on Lx extends uniquely to L\ := Lx(x\/p")
with value group p""Z X Z. So, vx maps the norm group N[//L (L[*) into Z X p"Z.
Since vx(x2) = (0,1), x2 is not a norm from L'x for / < p"; hence the cyclic algebra
Ax ®FLX has exponent at least p" (cf. [R, p. 261, Corollary 30.7]). The exponent
divides the index, so equals p". Turning to L2, we have xx g L*p" by Lemma 1.9(h)
since xx is a unit of (L2, v2) which is strictly p-Henselian; hence L2 splits Ax.
(ii) The arguments of (i) for Ax apply to A2 with the valuations reversed, yielding
the first part of (ii). Now, A2®FL2 corresponds to (yx)U (y2) + • • • +(y2m-X) U
(y2m) in H2(L2,np) = H2(P2m,Z/pZ).
Thus, Theorem 3.4 establishes the final
assertion of (ii). □

Theorem 5.4. Let D be the F-central division algebra defined at the beginning of this
section. Then D has exponent p" and index pm where m ^ n > 3. Further,
(i) D is not a crossed product.
(ii) The matrix algebra Mp,(D) is not a crossed product for all integers r < n — 3.
(iii) Mp„ i(D) is a crossed product but is not isomorphic to a tensor product of cyclic

algebras.
(iv) Mp,,\(D)
is isomorphic to the tensor product of a cyclic algebra of index p" and
(m — 1) cyclic algebras of index p.
(v) D has a maximal subfield whose normal closure over F is of degree a power of p.

Proof.

Recall that D is the underlying division algebra of A = Ax ®FA2. So, in

Br(L,), [D ®FL,] = [A ®FL,] = [Ai ®FL;], / = 1, 2, by Lemma 5.3. We have
exp(D) < p" by the construction of the At, and exp(F>) > exp(Ax ®F Lx) = p", by

Lemma 5.3. Applying 5.3 and the local global principles Theorem 4.11(iii), (ii), we
have index( D ® F Lt) = p-ind( D ® F Ll), i = 1, 2, hence index(Z)) = p-ind(Z)) =
max{p-ind(D
®FL,)|/=
1, 2} = pm. Part (v) is a restatement of the equality
index(D) = p-ixid(D).
Part (i) is a special case of (ii), so we prove (ii). Suppose Mp,(D) is a crossed
product for 0 < r < n - 3. This means that there is a splitting field A of D with A
Galois over F and [A:F] = pm+r. Then A • L, is Galois over L, and

[AT-L,:L,]|[A:F],

so A • L, c (L,.),. Let G, = ^(A- L,/L,). Then Gx is a homo-

morphic image of Gp(Lx) = (Zp)2, so Gx is abelian of rank (:= minimum number
of generators) < 2. Hence, the p-torsion group pGx of Gx has order equal to

l^i/Gfl < p2. Also, since A- Lx splits D and hence splits Ax ®FLX, we have
|GX|= [A • L,: LJ > index(^! ®F Lx) = p" (cf. (1.1)). On the other hand, as A • L2
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splits A2 ®F L2, the last part of Lemma 5.3 says G2 has (Z/pZ)"' as a homomorphic
image. Therefore, the abelian group G2 has a subgroup G3 with G3 = (Z/pZ)"'.
Both Gx and G3 may be viewed as subgroups of 1S(K/F). Since |^(A/F)|
= pm+r
<pm + „-3 while \Gx\>p"
and |G3|=pm, we find \GX n G3| > p3 > \pGx\. But

Gi Pi G3 c^Gj. This contradiction proves (ii).
(iii) Ax ®F Lj has a splitting field AF, = L1(x\/p" , x2/7') which is Galois over Lx
with 1S(MX/LX) = Z/p"_1Z © Z/pZ. Likewise ^2 ®FL2 has a splitting field M2
= L2(y\/P, y\/p,...,
y2m_x1/p) which is Galois over L2 with 1S(M2/L2) = (Z/pZ)m.
Since each A/,- splits D, the local global principle (Theorem 4.11) (v) says that there
is a splitting field M of D with M Galois over F and 1S(M/F) = Z/p"~lZ ©
(Z/pZ)"1"1. Thus M is a maximal subfield of Mp„-i(D), which must therefore be a
crossed product.
Suppose Mp„-i(D) = Cx ®F C2 ®F • • • ®FC,, with each C, a cyclic algebra. Let
A7 be a compositum of / maximal subfields cyclic over F, one from each C,. Then
1S(N/F) is an abelian p-group, and / > rank(^(A7/F))
> rank ^(A7 • L2/L2) > w;
the last inequality comes from Lemma 5.3 as N ■L2 splits A2 ®FL2. However, at
least one of the C, has exponent (hence index) at least exp(D) = p". Thus,
dimF(C! ®F • • • ®FC,) > (p" ■pm_1)2 > dimFMp„-i(D),
and this contradiction

finishes (iii).
For (iv) note that Au(xx, yf" ; F) and Au(yx,x2; F) axe split, by Theorem
5.1(iii), since the argument of Lemma 5.3 shows that they are each split by L, and

by L2. Also, in Bxp(F), [Au(yx, yf';

F)] = [Ap(yx, y2; F)] by [R, p. 262, Theorem

30.10] as p = co7'" . Thus, in Br (F), D is similar to Ax ®FA2 which is similar to

ASx\y^x2yf

'; F) ®FAP(y^y^

f) ®F ••• ®FAp(y2m_x,y2m, f).

This yields (iv), completing the proof of the theorem. □
Remarks 5.5. (i) In case m = n we can see that D is not a crossed product using
the valuation theory in §2 without invoking the cohomological machinery in §3.
(Indeed, §3 is needed only for working with matrix algebras in proving Theorem
5.4(h), (iii).) For, suppose A is a maximal subfield of D with A Galois over F. Let
G = 1S(K/F). Because D ®F L, = Ai ®F L, is a division algebra by Lemma 5.3 and

Example 2.7, A is linearly disjoint to L, over F, so that G = 1S(K ■LJLA. By 2.7,
1S(K ■ LJLA is isomorphic to a subgroup of FA 8 L /TL ; but this group is (Z/pmZ)2
if i = 1 and (Z/pZ)2m if i = 2. Clearly these two groups have no common subgroup
of order pm, as m > 3, so D cannot be a crossed product.
(ii) An explicit example (for any m ^ n ^ 3) of a maximal subfield of D is given
by A = F(ax, a2,... ,am), where
Pi-—x«1 =

V(*l

+y2m)P

*1^2m.

Pi-ZTX-

otj■= ^(otj_x

One can check

that

+ y2(m-j + i))P

tty-i^m-y+i)

K ■Lx = Lx(x\/p"')

and

>

j = 2,3,...,m.

K ■L2 = L2(yl/P, yl/»,...,

y¥mp).

Since A • L, (= A ®FL,) splits /4„ hence D, Theorem 4.11(iv) shows A splits Z>.
This gives a more concrete verification of the index of D and of (v) of the theorem.
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(iii) We have focussed here on a single prime p. But if we take the L, to be strict
Henselizations of (F0, vA (not just strict p-Henselizations) and assume k has enough
roots of unity, it is clear that we can find over F = Lx n L2 noncrossed products Dq
of index am and exponent a" (m > n > 3) for every prime a + char/c. It can be
shown that M,(Dq) is a crossed product iff q"~2\t. Furthermore, noncrossed
products of composite index can be constructed over such an F.
Remark 5.6. When m > n the noncrossed product D of Theorem 5.4 is decomposable—one can check that F> = £>0®FZ)1 ®F • • ■ ®FDm_„, where D0 is a noncrossed product of exponent and index p", while Dx,...,Dmn
are cyclic of
exponent and index p. However, the methods used in constructing D can also be
applied to obtain examples of indecomposable division algebras with index exceeding the exponent. Here is a sketch for the case index = p4, exponent = p3 (which is
inspired by the examples in [Sa3, §2]): Construct fields and valuations (Lx,vx),
(L2, v2) and F = Lx n L2 exactly as at the beginning of this section except with
four xi instead of two and four yt. Let coybe a primitive phh root of unity in F,

j = 1, 2, 3, let
Al =Aai(Xl>X2'>

F) ®FAa,(Xl'X4>

A2 = AUi(yi>y2> F) ®FAAy^y^

F)'

f),

and let D be the underlying division algebra of Ax ®FA2. One checks as in Lemma

5.3 and Theorem 5.4 that index(D) = p4, exp(F>) = p3, and that Dy.= D ®FL, =
At ®F L,, i = 1, 2. Furthermore, by Corollary 2.6 the valuation vt on L, extends to
Dt, so Dj is a division algebra totally ramified over Lt, and TD/TL s (Z/p3Z)2 X
(Z/pZ)2 and TD/TLi = (Z/p2Z)4. Suppose £>,.= Da ®L Dp. We claim that rD<>n
TD = Tz . For, otherwise (TD n rD )/rt
would have a nontrivial cyclic subgroup
H, and Z)a and Dp would each contain a copy of the unique totally ramified field
extension A of L( with TK/TL = H. But then Da ® F Dp would have zero divisors,
contradicting the fact that Dt is a division algebra. This shows that TD/YL =

(TD/YL) X (rD/rL).

Note also that the invariant factors of the finite abelian

groups TD /TL occur with even multiplicity, y = a, B. (For this "local" information,
proofs will appear in [W2].) Thus, in a nontrivial decomposition of Dx one of the
tensor factors has index p3 and the other has index p; likewise in a decomposition
of D2 each factor has index p2. Since the decompositions of Dx and F>2 are
incompatible, D must be indecomposable. This D is a crossed product, since by

Theorem 4.11(v) it is split by a Galois extension M of F with 1S(M/F) = (Z/p2Z)
X (Z/pZ)2. However, with suitable modifications in the construction, by using three
valuations, one can obtain examples of noncrossed product division algebras which
are indecomposable of degree pm and exponent p" for any of the pm and p" given
in Saltman's theorem [Sa3, p. 811, Theorem 2.6].

6. Noncrossed products of exponent p2. We will now show that our basic method
can be used to construct noncrossed product division algebras of exponent p2
(p + 2) and index pm for any m ^ 2. The construction is more delicate than the
one in §5, as we must work with a field F not containing pth roots of unity, and
must take care to control what happens when ju is adjoined to F. (We need to
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assure that the local global principles
they do not apply directly to F itself.)
a noncrossed product division algebra
We now fix a prime p # 2 and an
satisfying

(i)
,

\

(u)

of Theorem 4.11 apply to F(fip), even though
It is still an open question whether there exists
of index p2 over a field containing \ip.
integer m ^ 2. Fix also a field k, char/c =£p,

[k(lip):k]=2;
^ rias m + 1 linearly disjoint cyclic Galois extensions

if, i?!, if2,...,if„,,with[^:

At] = p2 and [.2}:*]

= p,

y = l,2,...,w.
For example, one could set kx = R(wx,..., wpi, z/y, 1 < i < p, 1 <y < p) where all
the w. and z;, are algebraically independent over the real numbers R; then let k be

the fixed field of the group Z/p2Z X (Z/pZ)m acting on kx by permuting the
indeterminates, cf. [Ri, §2]. Fields k satisfying (6.1) exist in characteristic 0 and in
those prime characteristics a i= p such that the order of the residue of a in the
multiplicative group of the ring Z/pZ is even.
Let F0 = k(xx, ...,xm,yx,...,

ym), where xx,...,

xm, yx,...,

ym are algebraically

independent over k. Let vx be the valuation on F0 as described in Example 2.7,
viewing F0 = K(xv...,
xm), where K = k(yx,...,
ym). So, the value group of
(F0, vx) is (Z)m ordered lexicographically and vx(xt) = (0,..., 0,1,0,...,0)
(the 1 in
the /th position) while vx(yA = 0, all i. The residue field F0v is k(yx,...,ym)
(where yt is the image of yA, which is isomorphic to k(yx,...,ynA.
Let v2 be the
same type of valuation on F0 but with the xt and yi interchanged. So, TF
= (Z)m,

v2{yA = (0,...,0,1,0,...,0)

(the 1 in the j'th position) while v2(xA = 0, and

F0t, = /c(x,,...,
3cm) = ^(jCj, ..., jcm). It is easy to see that vx and v2 axe independent valuations. Next set
Fi = Fo[P]lxi + y\ -?ix2 + ^2.• • -P]/xm + ymj-

Any extension of vx to Fx has residue field containing k(y\/p , y\/p,...,
y\(p), an
extension of F0[, of degree pm + 1. From the fundamental
inequality T.eifi <
[Fj: F0] = pm + 1 we see that Uj has a unique extension (also called vx) to Fj which is
inertial, hence unramified, with residue field k(y\/p ,y\/p,...,y]/p).
Likewise v2
has a unique inertial extension to Fx, with residue field F0(x\/p , x\/p,...,
x]^p).
Now, let F be an algebraic extension of Fx which is maximal with respect to the
property that both valuations vx and v2 have immediate extensions from Fx to F;

these valuations on F are again denoted vx and v2. The existence of such an F
follows by Zorn's lemma. This F is the field over which our example will be
constructed. Within the pth root closure F of F let (Lt,vA be a pth root
Henselization of (F, vA, i = 1, 2, as described in §1. Since F cz Lx n L2 and each u,
has an immediate extension to Lx n L2, the definition of F guarantees that
F = Lx n L2.

Let F' = F(/ip) and Lj = L,(iip), i = 1, 2. Note that [F':F] = [L'y.L,] = 2 by
(6.1 )(i) since the residue fields of the Li are purely transcendental over k. Furthermore vi has a unique inertial extension from L, to Lj and from F to F', / = 1, 2.
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The goal of the next few lemmas is to prove that F' = L\ d L'2, so that the
machinery of §4 can be invoked. The notation defined thus far will be held fixed
throughout this section.

Lemma6.2. F n Lp n Lf = F".
Proof. Take any a g F n L[ n Lf, and suppose a G Fp. Pick a, G L, with
af = a, i = 1, 2. The pth root Henselization (L,, o,.) is an immediate extension of
(F, d,.), so u,-|f(a ) is an immediate extension of (F, vA to F(aA. Now, the polynomial
Xp — a g F[X] is irreducible since it has no roots in F and p is prime (cf. [K, p.
62]). Therefore, F(ax) = F(a2). Hence both vx and u2 have immediate extensions to
F( aj), contradicting the maximality of F. Thus, we must have a g Fp. O
Lemma 6.3. Pick any t, g Gp(LA = 1S(Fp/LA such that t, restricts to the nontrivial
L/-automorphism of L] = L,(/xp). Take any b g F' n L'/' n L'/ and any B g L'l n L2
w/r/i jS7' = b. Then tx(B) = r2(B).

Proof. We have /?t,(/3) = NL./L(B) g L„ j = 1, 2. Thus, (BTt(B))p = br,(b) =
Nr/F(b) e F C\ Lxpd Lf. The preceding lemma says there is a c g F with cp =
(Brl(B))p; then /3t,(/3) = co,c for some co, G ju^, j = 1, 2. So co, = ^t,(/3)c"1 g L,,
Since L,.(/i ) =AL, we must have ux = co2= 1. Therefore, t^/J) = c/?_1 = t2(B), as
desired. D
Lemma 6.4. Let G be a profinite group which is generated topologically by closed
subgroups Gx and G2. Let H be an open subgroup of G with \G:H\ =

\GX:GXC\ H\ = \G2:G2C\H\ = 2. If t, g G, - H, then H is generated topologically
by its closed subgroups Gx n H, G2 O H, and (r^y

).

Proof. Let H0 be the closed subgroup of H generated topologically by Gx n H
and G2C\ H and by (txt21) (which is the closed subgroup of H generated by TjT^1).
We must show that H0 = H. Assume first that G is finite. Then, as G is generated
by Gx and G2 we may express any h G H as h = rxsxr2s2 ■■■ r„s„, with rx,...,rn
g
Gx and sx,...,sne
G2. We show by induction on n that h g H0. For n = 1, if

rx G H, then also Sj g H, so r^j g H0. If rx G /7, then sx G //, so that rxr{1 G GL
n //, r2sx g G2 n //, and /? = ('"1t1"1)(t1t2"1)(t251) g //0. Now assume n > 1. If
r,.?, G //, then r^j G //0 and r2i2 • • • rnsn g 7/0 by induction, and we are done. If
rxsx £ H, then r^s^y1)
G H and (i"1r2)52r3i3 ■• ■ rnsn G //. By induction
both
these terms lie in H0, whence h = ('"i^iT2"1)(T2T1"1)(T1r2^2• • • rnsn) g H0. This proves

the lemma if G is finite.
Now drop the assumption that G is finite. If H0 =£H, then H - H0 is a
nonempty open subset of //. Since a base of open sets of H is given by cosets of
open normal subgroups of H, there is an h g H and an open normal subgroup U of
H with hU C\ H0 = 0. We may assume that I7 is actually normal in G (replacing U
if necessary by the finite intersection of conjugates of U). Because U is open,
\G:U\<
oo. Let it: G -* G/U be the canonical projection. It is easy to check that
the hypotheses relating G, G,, G2, H, rx, t2 all carry over to ir(G), w(G1), 7r(G2),
tt(H),

w(t,),

w(t2). Clearly tt(H0) contains the subgroup of tt(H)

generated by
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ir(H)C\Tr(Gx),

tt(H)

ri77(G2),

and

<77(t1)w(t2)-1>.

But

n(h)

G ir(H)

- tt(H0)

which contradicts the finite case of the lemma proved above. Thus, H0 = H, and the
lemma is proved in general. □

Lemma 6.5. F n L'( n L'f = FT Consequently, F = L\ n L2, Gp(F') =
Gp(L'x)*pGp(L'2), and the local global principles of Theorem 4.11 hold from L'x and
L'2 to F.

Proof. We have F c L, c Fp, i = 1, 2, and F = Lx n L2. So, G/F) = 1S(Fp/F)
is generated

topologically by its closed subgroups Gp(Lx) and Gp(L2). We have

|Gp(F): Gp(F')\ = [F:F] = 2 and G„(F) n G/L,) = G;,(L,'),which has index 2 in
Gp(LA. Thus, Lemma 6.4 says Gp(F') is generated topologically by Gp(L\), Gp(L'2),
and (tjTj-1) for any t, g Gp(LA which restricts to the nontrivial

L,-automorphism

of L\.
Now pick any JeFn

L'/9 n L'/, and any |3eFf
with ^ = />. Let N =
Gp(F'(B)), a closed subgroup of Gp(F')- Since Lj contains one, hence all pth roots
of b, B G Lj, so Gp(L'A Q N, i = 1, 2. But Lemma 6.3 shows Tyrf1 g A7also. Since
a topological

generating

set of Gp(F') lies in A7, A7= Gp(F') which shows that

j8 g F. Thus F n Lf n L'/ = FT
Since F' c L'j n L2 c F, L'x n L2 is obtainable from F' by successive adjunctions of pth roots (cf. (1.4)). Thus, the equality proved in the previous paragraph
implies F' = L\ n L2. Because L, is a pth root Henselization of (F, t;;), the unique
extension of vi to Lj is p-Henselian and is an immediate extension of (F\ vA. Also,
v j and i>2are independent valuations on F' since they are independent on F0 and F'
is algebraic over F0. Therefore, Theorem 4.3 shows that Gp(F') = Gp(L'x)*pGp(L2),
completing the proof. CI
For each i the residue field Fv of F with respect to vi is the same as that of Fx; so Fv

is a purely transcendental extension of our original ground field k. Hence, for the
fields £C, JzP,, Zf2,...,Z£m
posited in (6.1)(ii), the valuation vi on F has a unique
inertial extension to <£?•F (resp. to each »2jj• F) with residue field if- F„. (resp
jSf. • Fv ). So, =Sf■F, ifj • F,..., J5fm• F are linearly disjoint cyclic Galois extensions
of F. We fix a generator a of ^(„£f- F/F) = Z/p2Z,
and generators cy of

1S(£fj ■F/F)

= Z/pZ, y = 1, 2,..., w. Using the cyclic algebra notation described

in §1 we set
m

Ax:= A(&- F/F,a,xx)

and

A2:=

®F A(&j-F/F,oJt

%).

7=1

The underlying division algebra D of Ax <8>FA2will provide the counterexample
this section. We first consider the local properties of the A,.

of

Lemma 6.6. (i) Ax ®FLX is a division algebra of index and exponent p2, while L2

splits A,.
(ii) A2 ®FL2 is a division algebra of index pm and exponent p, while Lx splits A 2.

(iii) Ai ® F L\ has the same index and exponent as At ® F L,, i = 1, 2.
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Proof, (i) Since (Lx,vx) has the same residue field as (F, vx), the same argument
as given just above shows vx has a unique inertial (hence unramified) extension to
if- Lx; so if- F and Lx axe linearly disjoint over F. Hence, 1S(SC- Lx/Lx) =
S?(if • F/F) = Z/p2Z and Ax ®F Lx = A(Se■ Lx/Lx, o, xx). Since vx(xx) =
(1,0,... ,0) in the value group TL| of Lx, the image of vx(xx) in TLi/p2TLi has order
p2. Therefore, Corollary 2.9 with k = 1 and nx = I = p2 shows that Ax ®FLX is a
valued division algebra; its index is clearly p2. Because vx extends uniquely to ^£■ Lx
without ramification, vx maps the norm group N#,.L[/Li(if- L*) into p2TLi. Thus,
jc[ cannot be a norm from if- L; to Lx for 1 < r < p2; this shows that Ax ®F L;

has exponent p2 by [R, p. 261, Corollary 30.7].
Now consider Ax ®F L2. We have again that i£- F is linearly disjoint to L2 over
F, so Ax ®FL2 s yl(if- L2/L2,o, xx). But Xj has a p2-root in L2. Thus, the

polynomial f(X) = Xp~ - xx g FL [X], which splits over F, has image / in L2[AJ
with a nonrepeated linear factor. Because (L2,v2) is pth root Henselian, / must
have a linear factor in FLJAr], i.e., xx has a p2-root in L2. Therefore, xx lies in the
norm group N^.L /L (££■ L*), which shows that Ax ®F L2 is split.
(ii) As in (i), but with the valuations reversed, we see that v2 has a unique inertial
extension to if- • L2 for j = 1, 2,...,m,
with residue field if, • L2. Hence,

/4(if. • F/F, a., j,) ®FL2 s /I(if. ■L2/L2, ay, jy). Corollary 2.9 applies to the tensor
product of these algebras with k = m, nx = n2= ••• = nk = I = p, showing that
A2 ®F L2 = <g>
m_ A(£fj ■L2/L2, Oj, jy) is a valued division algebra with residue ring

i£x.S£m
• L2. Clearly the exponent of ^42 ®FL2 is p and the index is p"'.
Switching to Lx we find that A2 ®F Lx = ® m=1A(Ji?J■Lx/Lx, or, yf). But as each yhas a pth root in Lx an argument like that in (i) shows that each y} has a pth root
in L,. Hence, Lx splits A2 as it splits each of the cyclic factors.
(iii) The same arguments just given for At ®F L, apply to At ®F Lj. Alternatively,
note that [Lj: LJ = [L^/x^,): LJ = 2. Hence, the index reduction formula [P, p. 243]
shows that for any central simple L,-algebra B of odd index, index( B ® L L'A —
index(5).

So, in particular,

the map Br/,(L,)

—»Br/,(Lj)

is injective.

D

Let A = Ax ®FA2 with the At as defined before Lemma 6.6 and the F defined at
the beginning of §6. Write A = M,(D), where D is an F-central division algebra.

Theorem 6.7. The division algebra D just defined has index pm and exponent p2. D
is not a crossed product. The F(\l p)-division algebra D ®F F(\ip), with the same index
and exponent as D, is a crossed product.

Proof. Observe that Lemma 6.6 shows that [D ®FLJ = [Ai ®FLJ in Bxp(LA
and [D ®FLj] = [A, ®FL't] in Br^Lj). The construction of the Ai shows that
exp(D)\p2. Then exp(D) = p2 since exp(F> ®FLX) = p2 by Lemma 6.6(i). Hence,
index(Z)) = ps for some s > 2. By the index reduction formula [P, p. 243], index(D)
= index(D ®F F') as [F': F] = 2 is prime to p. We compute the index of D ®F F'
using the local global principles of Theorem 4.11. Since ^4,®FLj is a crossed
product division algebra, index(^4, ®FLj) = p-ind(/4, ®F Lj). Therefore, by Lem-

mas 6.6(iii) and 6.5, and Theorem 4.11(h), (iii),
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pm = max{index(^,

®FLj)|/ = 1,2} = max{index(Z) ®FLj)|/ = 1,2}

= index(Z) ®FF') = index(D).
By comparing indices we see that D ®FL2 = A2 ®FL2.
Suppose D is a crossed product. Then there exists a maximal subfield A of D

with [A: F] = p'" and A Galois over F. Let A, = A • L„ j = 1, 2. Then each A, is
Galois over L„ and we view 1S(Kl/LA<z 1S(K/L) by restriction. In particular,
[AT,:LJ is a power of p. Since (L,, «,-) is p-Henselian, vi has a unique extension to a
valuation of A,. According to Corollary 2.4, A, is an inertial extension of L, with

^(A/L,)=S?(A,/L,),

i = l,2.

Since Z)®FL2 = ^4:®FL2isa
division algebra, K2 = K ®FL2, which is isomorphic to a maximal subfield A3 of A2 ®F L2. Hence [A3: L2] = pm and 1S(K/F) =
1S(Kt)/L2) = ^( A3/L2). As we saw in proving Lemma 6.6(h) A2 ®F L2 is a valued
division algebra with residue ring ^Cx.£fm
■L2. Thus A3 c if:.ifm
• L2,
and equality must hold by comparing degrees over L2. Since each =Sf, was a cyclic
extension of /c of degree p, ^(A3/L2) = (Z/pZ)m. Putting these isomorphisms
together, we have 1S{K/F) = (Z/pZ)m. Hence, the subgroup <S(KX/LX) is elementary abelian.
Recall now from the proof of Lemma 6.6 that Ax ®FLX = A(^£- Lx/Lx,a,xx),
where ^- Lx is a cyclic Galois and inertial extension of Lx with 1S(^- Lx/Lx) =
Z/p2Z. Because ^(A,/L,)
is elementary abelian, if- Lx <t Kx. Therefore, =Sf-A,,
which is a cyclic Galois extension of A,, has degree p or p2 over Kx. By [R, p. 261,
Theorem 30.8], Ax ®F A! is similar to A(i£- Kx/Kx, t, xx) in Br(A:), where t = a

if [i9- Aj: A J = p2 and t = a7" if [if- Aj: AJ = p. In either case, £f- Kx is an
inertial extension of Kx by Corollary 2.4. ()j.p <£ Kx, as [A!: LJ is a power of p.)
Therefore, since Kx has the same value group as Lx and vx(xx) = (1,0,...,
0) we see
from Corollary 2.9 with k = 1 and I = nx = p2 ox p that A(£f- Kx/Kx, r, xx) is a
division algebra of index p2 or p. So, Aj does not split Ax. Since [Ax ®FLJ =
[D ®F LJ in Br (L,), Kx cannot split D. But Kx contains the maximal subfield A
of D. This contradiction shows D cannot be a crossed product.
To see that D ®F F' is a crossed product, where F' = F(fip), we first work locally.
We have =Sf■Lj is cyclic Galois over L'x. Hence by Kummer theory there is a cyclic

subextension L'x(/l) of degree p over L\. By [R, p. 261, Theorem 30.8], Ax ®F L'(\/7)
is similar to A(Se- L'x(/l)/L'x(fl),

ap, xx) in Bx (L'x(/l)),

and this algebra is split

by A/j := L\(\Jl, ^Jxx).Invoking Lemma 6.6(i) we see that D is split by A/,. But .42,
Pi-

Pi-

and hence D, is split by M2:= L'2(]]yx,... ,]jym). Each AF is Galois over Lj and

<g(Mx/L\) = (Z/pZ)2 while ^(A/2/L2) = (Z/pZ)m. By Lemma 6.5 and the local
global principle Theorem 4.11(v) there is a field M Galois over F' such that M splits
D and 1S(M/F') = (Z/pZ)m. By dimension count A/ is a maximal subfield of
D ®FF'; hence D ®F F' is a crossed product.
□
Remark 6.8. One can show that the p-index of D, as defined in §4, is pm, the
same as its index.
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